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FIVE NIGHTS IN A HAUNTED CABINIn 2013, bestselling horror authors Tamara Thorne and
Alistair Cross were working on their first collaborative novel and had yet to meet in person. That all
changed when they got together to investigate an allegedly haunted cabin in Californiaâ€™s Gold
Country.The cabinâ€™s owner and his family had fled the building on two occasions, beset by
anomalies ranging from poltergeist phenomena to a darkly looming apparition. They wanted
answers and were referred to author and long-time paranormal investigator Tamara Thorne. She
and Alistair Cross decided that a few days and nights in a haunted cabin was the perfect setting for
their first face-to-face meeting.They ended up spending five nights documenting the phenomena
inside - and outside - the little log cabin tucked deep in the woods. By turns intrigued and terrorized,
Thorne & Cross not only came away with great story ideas, they left the cabin with a new definition
of horror.
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I look forward to reading everything new that comes out from Thorne and Cross. This is a non-fiction
account of Alistair and Tamara's first face to face meeting in a "Haunted Cabin". I Love everything

new these authors turn out. This story is scary.

I enjoyed Five Nights In A Haunted Cabin. It is has a real creep factor to it. If you are expecting the
big bang, blood flowing down the walls, silly stuff like in the movies or a fictional account then you
will be disappointed. I wanted to spend the DAY here, I will leave the nights to the authors.

This was so much fun. It made me wish I'd been there with the authors. Except for those last few
nights anyway lol. Creepy stuff. Also as a non-fiction account, I appreciated the honesty and the
mystery. Too many non-fiction ghost stories go way over the top. This was an awesome little book
full of lots of information I didn't know, and it was a lot of fun. Highly recommended for ghost hunters
and casual readers alike.

And I've read a lot. Judas Priest what a bore. Nothing of real consequence happened at the cabin,
which they kept "exploring" like it was a 10,000 sqft Georgian mansion rather than a dinky 600 sqft
cabin! Holy Hell! What's there to explore? As if that wasn't bad enough you had to read the same
boring events twice, as each author felt they needed to each write a chapter about the same events.
There were MANY and various holes and inconsistencies in this story, which was originally a blog
you could have presumably read for free on the internet. In one chapter they mention not taking cell
phones or other electronics, then 2 chapters later they talked about their phones on the table AND
their laptops in the car! I swear they acted like 10 year olds getting "creeped out" about everything
from the kitchen to the bathroom to the bedroom to a little dress that was the style of the '70's! I
don't know about you, but I have a higher threshold for expectation from a book about a "haunting."
I WAS going to give this at least 3 stars until they bored me to death and wasted my time! Let my
pain be your warning...don't bother with this tripe.
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